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Introduction 

Purpose 

The general purpose of the co-existence 

descriptions is to provide information to the project 

society as to how the Half Double Methodology 

can be used in combination with existing Project 

Management and Agile standards, models, 

methodologies, and frameworks currently being 

used by many project-oriented organisations.  

Target group 

This specific co-existence description is targeted 

to the group of people and organisations currently 

applying the PRINCE2 methodology and who are 

now considering or determined to also adopt, 

implement, and apply the Half Double 

Methodology. This document will inform how the 

PRINCE2 methodology can benefit from being 

used in combination with Half Double 

Methodology and vice versa. 

Technical knowledge of projects and project 

management, agile initiatives, and agile project 

management, the Half Double Methodology 1.0 

and PRINCE2 manual are prerequisites for being 

able to understand this document. 

Both concepts are project management 

methodologies 

A Project Management Methodology is defined as 

an organized collection of principles, methods, 

techniques, practices, procedures, and rules used 

by those who work with projects. Half Double and 

PRINCE2 are both project management 

methodologies. 

Grafical illustration of the interactive “hot 

spots” between PRINCE2 6th edition and 

half Double Methodology (1.0) 

The illustration provides an overview of how the 

two methodologies overlap and interacts with 

each other. The conclusion is evident: The 

number of similarities is higher than the 

differences, and there is a direct link between the 

elements of the two methodologies. 1) There is a 

direct relationship in principles and performance 

domains in the two methodologies and 2) P2 

covers a comprehensive and instructive 

description whereas HDM focuses on selected 

performance domains. The illustration reflects the 

aligned areas between the two methodologies –. 

The illustration is based on the information in the 

cross-reference guide list in Annex 3. 

FIGURE 1: Project environment 
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Element Half Double  PRINCE2 

Principles Half Double principles are linked to the 

three core elements Impact, Flow and 

Leadership 

P2 has 7 guiding principles you must 

adhere to when managing the project – 

the principles are linked to all the other 

elements of P2 

Knowledge areas 3 Core elements – Impact, flow and 

leadership - to guide the execution of 

the project 

7 themes that to guide the knowledge 

needed to manage the project 

Process – the 

project lifecycle 

9 methods to guide how to work with 

impact, flow and leadership 

Impact solution design as a process 

and guide for how to start the project  

7 processes that guide the project from 

start to the end 

Adapt to 

environment 

Local translation to adapt the project 

methodology to the organisation and 

the current project 

P2 principle Tailor to the environment 

and tailoring suggestions in all P2 

aspects except for the principles 

Templates and 

documents 

Half Double suggests 9 tools – 3 per 

core element and 1 per method. Some 

of these are suggested templates to be 

used 

26 management products to be used 

throughout the project lifecycle with 

suggested contents, usage, roles and 

responsibilities to be involved 

 

See more detailed descriptions of similarities and differences below and in Annex 2a, b and c.. 

 

How the PRINCE2 methodology and Half 
Double benefit from each other 

Introduction 

The PRINCE2 and the Half Double have 

similarities and differences. They are both generic 

methodologies, and when tailored they both fit into 

a broad range of projects and environments. 

PRINCE2 focuses primarily on structure, 

processes, governance, management documents 

and roles and responsibilities while Half Double is 

an agile hybrid focusing less on structures, 

processes and documentation and more on 

creating impact as early as possible, ensuring flow 

with high energy and fast progress with a fixed 

tact) and leadership between the key people. 

PRINCE2 is generic and can be used for any kind 

of project. Half Double focus is change projects 

where change of behavior is a trigger for creating 

impact. 

Half Double and PRINCE2 are complementary, 

meaning that the two approaches to project 

management, used in the right way, reinforces 

each other. Despite some build-in conflicts 

between the two standards there are several 

synergies if we focus on the overall use and 

intentions of the two approaches. 

Half Double is an agile hybrid methodology 

embracing both ‘classical’ and agile project 

methods and thereby may support PRINCE2 

projects in many ways and vice versa. You don’t 

need to choose either of the two methodologies. 

You can choose from both where needed. See 

more below.  
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Business justification and business case 

Half Double Impact focus relates to the PRINCE2 

benefit focus (ref. the cross-reference guide 

below). Note: where Half Double use the term 

Impact PRINCE2 use the term benefit. 

Half Double provides concrete methods and tools 

to support the impact focus ensuring impact 

realisation e.g. the Impact case, Impact Solution 

Design, Early Impact and Pulse Checks.  

PRINCE2 has a principle “continued business 

justification”, the business case and benefit review 

plan as well as a process for defining, updating, 

and following up on the business case and clear 

roles and responsibilities.  

Half Double would benefit from the more 

instructive ways in PRINCE2, and PRINCE2 

would benefit from both the focus on early impact, 

the distinction between business and behavioural 

impact, the cause-effect in the Impact case and 

the pulse checks to gain more and faster impact in 

the PRINCE2 projects.  

Also, the Impact Solution Design from Half Double 

and its strong focus on early impact and how 

impact is guiding how we structure, plan and 

execute our project would be beneficial for 

PRINCE2 projects. 

Example: Focus on impact and ownership 

Both Half Double and PRINCE2 focus on which 

impacts to be realised and when, the needed 

deliverables to generate the (early) impacts, and 

responsibilities for it to happen. The Half Double 

Project owner – and the PRINCE2 roles the 

Executive and Senior User have accountability of 

the impact/benefits.  

In a PRINCE2 project you identify and manage 

the Business Justification, a Business Case and a 

Benefit Review Plan which, among other 

elements, are captured in a PID. This work can be 

strengthened by creating a Half Double ‘Impact 

case where you align on the project impacts 

(behavioural and business) and agreeing on 

when, how and by whom the impacts shall be 

gained during and after the project. The PRINCE2 

“business justification” will now have a roadmap 

towards creating impact. 

In a PRINCE2 project you also build a Project 

Plan identifying necessary products to be 

delivered. The Half Double ‘Impact solution 

Design’ would help PRINCE2 projects to balance 

the focus on both impacts and deliverables, and it 

supports fast and continuous realization of the 

‘right’ impacts throughout the project lifetime. The 

‘Pulse Checks’ in Half Double helps you to be 

close to key stakeholder securing relevance, 

satisfaction and pace.  

Project planning and execution  

The core element Flow in Half Double can be 

related to planning and progress in PRINCE2.  

Half Double provides concrete methods and tools 

that helps you execute fast, efficient and with high 

energy and motivation and a high focus on 

creating early impact. 

Both methodologies have a strong focus on 

frontloading the projects before delivering. 
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Both methodologies have a strong focus on frontloading the projects before delivering 

 

 

PRINCE2 has a planning technique with detailed 

steps on how to plan, planning levels and 

instructions on steps and responsibilities 

throughout the project lifecycle.  

PRINCE2 also has instructions on what to do and 

how if the project plans do not go as planned and 

we need to make a new plan. 

Half Double could benefit from the idea of having 

more detailed instructions on how to plan. 

PRINCE2 could benefit from the idea of visual 

planning, core team allocation and co-location and 

the fixed tact from Half Double. 

Example: Organisation and collaboration on 

planning 

Both Half Double and PRINCE2 focus on 

progress and fast project execution towards 

impact/benefit realisation. 

In a PRINCE2 project you differentiate between 

levels of accountability and processes when 

leading the project - Directing, Managing and 

Delivering the project which support the progress 

and flow and helps to ensure the right people with 

clear roles and responsibilities representing 

relevant key stakeholder perspectives. 

Using the Half Double methods ‘Co-location 

design’ and ‘Visual planning’ you bring people 

together (physically or virtually) and make the 

project visual and thereby optimize synergies, 

energy, alignment, knowledge sharing, 

transparency, and collaboration between 

stakeholders at all levels. The strong focus on co-

location, the high resource allocation of core team 

members and a fixed rhythm reduce transition 

costs and supports a more united teamwork and 

alignment understanding of the project – and 

creating a flow towards impact. 

PRINCE2 project lifecycle with a 

pre-project stage, initiation stage 

and delivery stages.

Half Double uses the impact 

solution design to design to deliver 

impact as soon as possible and for 

what to do in the initial stages of the 

project before delivery

The delivery stages are executed by 

visual sprint plans
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In a PRINCE2 project you also relate roles and 

responsibilities to the processes making sure that 

there is consistency and alignment in the project 

execution.  

PRINCE2 could benefit from using the Half 

Double method ‘Rhythm in key events’ working 

with a fixed project heartbeat with common and 

fixed touchpoints to strengthen focus, alignment 

and flow. The Half Double use of visual planning 

and sprint plans can be merged with PRINC2 

project stages approach using the best from both 

methodologies. Using an agile mindset and work 

approach in the execution phases has proven to 

support both impact and progress. 

Half Double also work with different leadership 

levels (project leader, project owner, stakeholders, 

team) and could benefit from PRINCE2 in using 

the plan levels and the roles responsibilities per 

plan level and type. 

Leadership support and ad-hoc work 

The Leadership core element in Half Double 

relates to the PRINCE2 roles and responsibilities 

of the Project Board and the project manager. To 

get more impact earlier requires an active and 

dedicated leadership behaviour.  

PRINCE2 includes clear roles and responsibilities 

for all key people in a project. PRINCE2 contains 

detailed instructions on where to engage and 

quite an elaborate list of detailed responsibilities in 

general but also specifically related to the themes. 

E.g., what is the responsibility of a project 

manager related to the business case or to quality 

management etc. 

Half Double focuses on fewer roles. And 

especially the project owner is spot lighted - and 

the project manager, however, not as detailed, 

and instructive as in PRINCE2. However, in Half 

Double, you are supposed to spend a specific 

amount of time as a project owner to be an “active 

and engaged project owner”. Also, Half Double 

has instructions on how many projects can you 

own and still be active and engaged. 

PRINCE2 does not advise specific leadership 

disciplines – rather management responsibilities, 

e.g., how the project board should direct the 

creation of the business case or when to approve 

the plans.  

The project board accountability and 

responsibilities are quite extensively covered in 

the process ‘Directing a project’, in the theme 

‘Organisation’ and in the Appendix C of the 

PRINCE2 manual. PRINCE2 does, however, 

acknowledge the existence and necessity of the 

leadership discipline, however, refers to general 

leadership disciplines covered by other standard 

models and books. 

The same goes for the project manager’s role as 

a leader. PRINCE2 covers the management 

discipline, e.g., how to work with the team leader 

during development of the products or seeking 

approval of the PID. When it comes to leadership, 

like motivation, how to engage, and other classic 

leadership disciplines, the PRINCE2 manager is 

advised to seek guidance in the classic leadership 

knowledge. 

Half Double projects could benefit from PRINCE2 

in looking into the role descriptions and the 

mapping of roles and themes. PRINCE2 could 

benefit from the description of the active and 

engaged project owner and the collaboration 

between the project manager and the project 

owner, e.g., in the pulse check discussions. 

PRINCE2 has the project board (steering 

committee) as a key role for ensuring progress 

and the right and balanced focus of the three 

interests (client, strategy, and supplier). Half 

Double does not mention the steering committee 

and does not consider it to be as important as 

PRINCE2. In Half Double the outcome of the 

project board role is ensured by the active project 

owner role and the collaborative leadership 

approach. 

Half Double could benefit from PRINCE2 in 

acknowledging the three interests that all need to 

be part of the project to ensure explicitly that we 

can deliver, what the users need and what the 

organisation need and aims for. 
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PRINCE2 could benefit from the active ownership 

and the close relationship between the project 

owner and the project manager. Also benefit from 

the collaborative leadership ensuring even better 

and even more integrated teamwork between the 

project and the key stakeholders. 

Example: Directing/leading and managing a 

project 

Both Half Double and PRINCE2 obviously want to 

use the project resources as optimal as possible. 

Motivated people, delegated responsibility and 

smooth interactions means more efficient project 

execution. The right approach to leadership 

approach is therefore critical in all projects 

Using the Half Double method ‘Active ownership 

approach’ (HDM) you will strengthen the 

leadership role of the project board with concrete 

advices on behaviour, and by a focusing strongly 

on active participation and true commitment, you 

will get high engagement, empowerment, and 

responsibility in the project group for making the 

project happen. 

In a PRINCE2, the project manager usually ‘only’ 

manages the project on behalf of the steering 

committee. Using the Half Double methods 

‘Collaborative leadership approach’ and 

‘Reflective and adaptive mindset’ (HDM), the 

project manager will be a project leader leading 

people focusing on purpose, autonomy, energy, 

motivation – and not only on managing them. Half 

Double adds a strong people perspective and 

supports the project work form with an agile 

mindset allowing uncertainty in our strive for 

obtaining most possible impact.  

PRINCE2 projects could also benefit from the 

pulse checks as a leadership discipline to ensure 

even better alignment and conversations with the 

project owner and other key stakeholders. 

Tailor to suit the project environment 

The Half Double Methodology’s (HDM) local 

translation focus is about ‘one size doesn’t fit all’ 

and that all projects need to consider the context 

of the project. 

PRINCE2 works by the principle ‘Tailor to the 

environment’ and advises how the application of 

PRINCE2 in the individual project should be 

tailored to the context of the actual project and 

how to embed (implement) PRINCE2 in the 

organisation. 

Both approaches can, if wisely tailored, be applied 

regardless of project type, size, organization, 

geography, or culture. Both methodologies can be 

used because they are designed to be tailored to 

its specific needs. 

Example: Balancing governance and human 

aspects 

Both Half Double and PRINCE2 want to tailor the 

work to the project’s surroundings, size, 

environment, importance, complexity, capabilities, 

maturity, and risk willingness.  

In both cases we need to ensure that the project 

management methods relate to the project 

environment. E.g., aligning the methods used 

supporting the business processes, governance, 

project support and the impact realization with the 

human resources, leadership, finance, and 

procurement. 

Tailoring and translation to the local environment 

requires an active decision and action from the 

project owner / project board and the project 

manager on how the methods must be applied. 

Summarizing 

The PRINCE2 Methodology gives good and 

detailed answers to several key disciplines in 

project management, e.g., risk management, 

business cases, organisation, planning, quality 

management definition of roles and 

responsibilities and product description outlines.  

The Half Double methodology is complementary 

with a clear aim of increasing the success rate of 

projects in general, meaning realizing even more 

(and earlier) impact with high commitment, 

alignment, energy, motivation, and collaboration. 

By adopting and implementing the Half Double 

methodology, you will effectively boost your 

PRINCE2 projects’ execution and outcome and 
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make you more efficient in managing projects and 

with a clear focus on collaboration on creating 

early impact. You will in an easy and rewarding 

way be able to benefit from the most impactful 

elements of the agile elements from Half Double 

in your projects – even with simplifying your 

management of the project 

On the other hand, Half Double projects would 

benefit from the detailed instructions in PRINCE2 

on how to manage, roles descriptions and the 

management products (documentation), and the 

classic project management disciplines like risk 

management and quality management. 

In the cross-reference overview/table below, we 

elaborate more PRINCE2 competence elements 

supporting the Half Double methodology. 
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Annex 1: 

The Half Double Methodology (HDM 1.0) 
and the PRINCE2 Methodology (P2 6.0) 
at a glance 
FIGURE 1: Half Double Methodology overview 

 

 
FIGURE 2: PRINCE2 overview 

 

✓ We value impact above scope, cost and time

✓ We value stakeholder satisfaction above comprehensive specification and contract negotiation

✓ We value flow and progression above multitasking

✓ We value leadership above management

✓ We value adaption and reflection over rigid structure and long-term predictability

✓ We value trust above control

• Stakeholder satisfaction is the ultimate success criterion

• High intensity and frequent interaction

• Embrace uncertainty and make the project happen

• Behavioural change and business impact

• Fast impact with end users close to the solution

• In touch with the pulse of key stakeholders

• +50% allocation of core team +50% and colocation

• Fixed project heartbeat for stakeholder interaction

• Visual tools and plans

• Active, committed and engaged Project Owner

• Collaborative project leader with a “people first” 

approach

• Reflective and adaptive mindset – say yes to 

the mess

• Impact case and Impact tracking

• Impact Solution Design

• Pulse check

• Colocation design to support intensity

• Rhythm in key events

• Visual planning and project visuals

• Active ownership approach

• Collaborative leadership approach

• Reflective and adaptive mindset

Impact Flow Leadership

• Focusing on the business justification

• Structuring an organization for the project management team 

• Using a product-based approach to planning and execution

• Dividing the project into manageable and controllable stages, with flexibility

• Truly generic and can be applied regardless scale, type, organisation, geography or culture

• Continued business justification

• Learn from Experience

• Define Roles and 

Responsibilities

• Manage by Stages

• Manage by exception

• Focus on Products

• Tailor to the Environment

• Product based planning

• Quality review technique

• Risk management procedure

• Issue and change control

• Procedure

• Non specific • Non specific

• 26  management products (App. A)

• Roles and responsibilities (App. C)

• 26  management products (App. A)

• Health check

• Approach for embedding and tailoring 

Prince2

• Prince2 Maturity Model

Themes                                Processes
Tailoring to the 

project environment 

• Starting up a project

• Initiating a project

• Directing a project

• Managing a stage boundary

• Controlling a stage

• Managing product delivery

• Closing a project

• Flexible framework
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Annex 2a:  

A comparison view between the Half 
Double Methodology (HDM 1.0) and the 
PRINCE2 Methodology (p2 6.0) 
 

In the comparison view below is listed some key topics of both Half Double and PRINCE2 indicating some of 

the differences between the Half Double methodology and the PRINCE2 methodology. 

Topic Half Double  PRINCE2 

Approach: Agile. Plan driven. 

Methodology: The Half Double methodology 
represented by 3 core elements each 
containing 3 methods – each with one 
concrete tool. 

7 Principles, 7 themes and 7 processes 

– tailored to the project environment. 

Characteristics: An agile hybrid that aims to ‘double the 

impact in half the time’. 

Focuses primarily on delivering 

products that justify a continued 

business justification in a client-supplier 

environment 

A key governance element is the 

delegation and managing by exception. 

Focus: Deep dive into Impact, Flow and 

Leadership. 

Focuses on the project’s key benefits 

according to a business case, end 

products and on clear roles and 

responsibilities in different processes. 

History: Developed in a cooperation between 

The Danish Industry foundation, several 

international companies, 3 universities 

and Implement Consulting Group in the 

late 2010’s to support the national (and 

global) project execution ability and 

ability to be successful. 

Developed by the OGC (Office of 

Government and Commerce) as an 

open standard and best practice in the 

beginning for the public sector projects 

to enhance success rates of the public 

projects. Based om PROMT (mid 

1990’s) and translated to PRINCE and 

PRINCE2 – revised on a regular basis; 

latest in 2017.  
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Annex 2b: Similarities between the two methodologies 

1) Both are tough and mandatory about key elements. – core elements, principles and methods in Half 

Double, Principles, methods, and processes in PRINCE2. 

2) Both are also providing with a lot of flexibility within these mandatory boundaries. Half Double with its 

local translation and PRINCE2 with tailoring which in both cases mean that you can work very flexible 

within the boundaries of the mandatory elements. 

3) Both are focusing on the value projects are delivering. Half Double has a strong impact focus and 

PRINCE2 has a strong benefit focus. 

4) Both advocates for a strong frontloading before executing. Half Double in the solution design with the 

overall two stages – a quick one to be aligned with the sponsor before proceeding with a more elaborate 

preparation. PRINCE2 has also a quick one in starting the project before approval to proceed with the 

more thorough initiation of the project. 

5) Both has a strong leadership focus. Half Double with the active project owner and collaborative 

leadership. PRINCE2 with a strong collaboration between the project manager and the steer co. Half 

Double is very clear about the PO role and responsibilities. PRINCE2 is very clear on roles and 

responsibilities also within the steer co (project board) roles and responsibilities. 

6) Both methodologies acknowledge continuous improvement. Half Double with the strong focus on the 

frequent pulse check and the agile approach in planning and progressing. PRINCE2 suggests evaluation 

of the project in the end of every phase – and at least in the end when closing the project. 

7) Both methodologies have a strong impact focus. Half Double with the impact case, early impact, pulse 

check and the collaboration between the PO and the PM. PRINCE2 with the business case and the clear 

ownership and instructions on how to define, update and follow up and collaborate with the project board 

(steer co). 

Annex 2c: Differences between the two methodologies 

1) PRINCE2 is developed as a classic plan driven (waterfall) methodology. Half Double has it origins in agile 

and lean methodologies. PRINCE2 is not a fully waterfall methodology and agile techniques can easily be 

applied. 

2) PRINCE2 is more comprehensive as a methodology. It is a lot more descriptive and instructive in the 

management of the projects and the sequence on how you execute the projects. Half Double has a more 

adaptable approach and is a lighter methodology and less normative. E.g. PRINCE2 has a technique with 

clear steps on how to plan. Also, clear instructions on how to handle risks and issues. Half Double 

adviseson applying methods that are more high level and not as instructive.  

3) Further to the comprehensive part. PRINCE2 describes more than 25 leadership products 

(documentation) to be used to manage the project. Half Double has very few. Both acknowledges 

tailoring/local translation as to how to use them. 
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4) PRINCE2 is more instructive in the guide and contains more classic project management methods. E.g. 

risk management, planning, quality management, issue management. This includes templates, roles and 

responsibilities, instructions on how and what to do – and when. Half Double do not contain the classic 

methods like risk, quality, issue management. However, Half Double does acknowledge the importance 

and the methods can naturally be included. 

5) Half Double has a strong focus on early impact and shorter projects. PRINCE2 has a focus to deliver 

impact and do the right things in the right way and is not talking about early impact as such and as strong 

as Half Double even though there is a focus on which benefits to be delivered at each delivery phase. 

6) Progress and creating a flow in Half Double is a core element. Half Double is using the idea of sprints and 

thus shorter iterations with a strong (early) impact focus, defined rhythm, high pase and energy, visuals 

50% allocation and co-location of the core team – so very clear on the environment within we progress. 

PRINCE2 is more plan-driven and deliverable focused in progressing. Realizing benefit is not so clearly 

attached to the planning and progressing on such a frequent and clear basis. PRINCE2 Is more detailed 

and instructive in how to progress, the mandate and tolerances, the plan elements and how to ensure the 

right quality. 
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Annex 3:  

A cross reference guide between 
HALF Double (HDM 1.0) and PRINCE2 
(P2 6.0) 
The cross-reference guide below has been prepared to outline where the PRINCE2 are directly 

complementary with the three core elements of Half Double: Impact, Flow & Leadership. 

Below “BOLD” illustrates where the relationship to HDM is strongest. 

Half Double core elements and methods PRINCE2 competence elements 

Impact 

1. Use the impact case to drive behavioural 

change and business impact. 

2. Design your project to deliver impact as soon 

as possible with the end users close to the 

solution. 

3. Check the pulse of your project. 

Principle  

• Continued Business justification  

• Defined roles and responsibilities 

• Tailoring to the environment  

  

Themes  

• Business case  

• Organisation  

• Progress  

• Planning  

• Risk  

  

Processes  

• Starting up a project  

• Initiating a project  

• Managing stage boundaries  

• Directing a project  

• Closing a project  

  

Management products  

• Business case  

• Benefit review plan  

• Product descriptions  

• Quality management  

  

Technique:  

• Product based planning  
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Half Double core elements and methods PRINCE2 competence elements 

Flow 

1. Allocate core-team min. 50% to the project and 

ensure colocation. 

2. Increase insights and commitment using visual 

tools and plans. 

3. Define a fixed project heartbeat for 

stakeholder interaction to project in sprints. 

Principle  

• Continued business justification 

• Manage by stages  

• Defined roles and responsibilities  

• Focus on products 

• Manage by exception   

• Learn from experience  

  

Themes  

• Planning  

• Business Case 

• Change  

• Organisation 

• Progress 

  

Processes  

• Initiating a project  

• Directing a project  

• Controlling a stage  

• Managing product delivery  

• Managing a stage boundary   

  

Management products  

• Plan  

• PID (Project Initiation Documentation)  

• Communication management Approach  

  

Leadership 

1. Be an active committed and engaged project 

owner. 

2. Be a collaborative leader with a people first 

attitude. 

3. Apply a reflective and adaptive mindset. 

Principle  

• Defined roles and responsibilities  

• Learn from experience  

• Tailor to suit the project environment  

• Continued business justification  

  

Themes  

• Organisation  

• Plans  

• Change  

  

Processes  

• Directing a project  

• Controlling a stage  

• Managing product delivery  
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Half Double core elements and methods PRINCE2 competence elements 

• Managing a stage boundary  

  

Management products  

• PID (Project Initiation Documentation)  

• Plan  

• Communication Management Approach  

 

Local translation 

1. Build a Half Double mindset to initiate the Half 

Double approach 

2. Customize governance to ensure flow 

3. Anchor the Half Double practice to pave the 

way for new results 

Principle  

• Continued business justification  

• Learn from experience  

• Focus on products 

• Defined roles and responsibilities  

• Manage by stages 

• Manage by exception 

• Tailor to suit the project environment  

  

Themes – all themes can be tailored. 

Processes – all processes can be tailored and even 

combined, however, not left out. 

Management products – all management products 

can be tailored and even combined. 
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Annex 4:  

Definitions 
Term Definition Reference 

Method A means for achieving an outcome, 

output, result, or project deliverable 

Project Management Institute  

(2021 page 243). 

Methodology A methodology is an organized 

collection of concepts, methods, values 

and normative principles supported by 

material resources 

Adapted from Hirschheim et al.  

(1995 page 22). 

Body of Knowledge A body of knowledge (BOK or BoK) is 

the complete set of concepts, terms, 

and activities that make up a 

professional domain, as defined by the 

relevant learned society or professional 

association (Wikipedia 2019) 

Wikipedia (2019) Body of Knowledge. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_of_k

nowledge.  

Retrieved 22nd November 2021. 

Agile approach A term used to describe a mindset of 

values and principles as set forth in the 

Agile Manifesto 

Project Management Institute  

(2021 page 235). 

Planed approach 
(predictive approach) 

An approach in which the project 

scope, time, and cost are determined in 

the early phases of the life cycle 

Adapted from Project Management 

Institute (2021 page 244). 

Hybrid approach A combination of two or more agile and 

nonagile elements 

Adapted from Project Management 

Institute (2021 page 241). 

A Standard for 

Project Management 

A Standard for Project Management is 

defined as the standard for application 

of knowledge, skills, tools, and 

techniques to project activities to meet 

project requirements. Project 

management refers to guiding the 

project work to deliver the intended 

outcomes. 

 

 

  

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FBody_of_knowledge&data=04%7C01%7Cjesperschreiner%40halfdoubleinstitute.org%7C8d1914ae7be44c5af0a908d9adb38f41%7C5e44ee1315fc429ebd2bbbc8476a8d0b%7C0%7C0%7C637731808993660822%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=rq2T8B1Xl1MoO0YycZGS6lUuVlMBPY5uU4Ypig3BRQk%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FBody_of_knowledge&data=04%7C01%7Cjesperschreiner%40halfdoubleinstitute.org%7C8d1914ae7be44c5af0a908d9adb38f41%7C5e44ee1315fc429ebd2bbbc8476a8d0b%7C0%7C0%7C637731808993660822%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=rq2T8B1Xl1MoO0YycZGS6lUuVlMBPY5uU4Ypig3BRQk%3D&reserved=0
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